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This is a video of me singing the first song I ever wrote, Diamonds in the Sea, in a competition in Lloydminster
Alberta Canada. I recieved a score of 99/100, the highest in my group.
I suppose most of us like a stroll on a beach. There is something magical about the noise of the waves and the
smell of the sea. Now that I live on the coast I can appreciate the thrill of it anytime.
DIAMONDS FROM THE SEA A good deal of fuss was made earlier this year when an article in a scientific
journal defended the hypothesis that a large percentage of the natural diamonds that have been discovered on
earth were created from organic materials on the seabed that, millions of years ago, were drawn deep into the
red-hot mantle of the ...
Diamonds are found on the surface of the earth, at the tops of volcanic pipes, which erupt them to the surface.
Diamonds are also found in riverbeds that flow over these pipes, and the running ...
In recent decades, geologists realized that because diamonds could be found in Namibia’s Orange River, there
was a good chance they could also be detected at sea, swept there by the current. As ...
I lost my diamonds in the Dead Sea. That’s a sentence I never thought I’d utter. And it turns out not to be true.
But for a while, I thought I’d lost my diamonds in the Dead Sea. The diamonds that adorn my wedding ring are
so small that when I emerged from the water of the Dead Sea after having covered myself in mud, as tourists do,
I looked down at the ring and noticed with some alarm that it appeared very different. The sparkle was gone. I
panicked.
there are that many diamonds in the sea floor rocks that they can afford and were willing not just to build this
diamond mining ship but to pay $100,000 per DAY to keep it operating.
We are an online store whose goal is to provide customers with products that show off who they are, what they
like, and what they do. Customer satisfaction is our highest priority!
sea diamonds are sea monkey toys , they play with them it says they are pretty i am not sure. i have Siamese
twin seamonkys one is brown one is white i love em all Sea-Monkey Sea-Diamonds This ...
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